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Prediction graphic organizers for reading

Supplied by a sophisticated, outgoing but often suspicious narrator, The Fall Albert Camus uses a format that is quite unusual in world literature. Like novels such as Dostoyevsky notes from Underground, Sartre's Nausea, and Camus, The Stranger, The Fall was created as an acknowledgment by a complex protagonist - in this case, an exiled French lawyer named Jean-Baptiste
Klamens. But the Fall — unlike these famous first-person writings — is actually a second-person novel. The clyde directs its recognition into a single, well-defined listener, a character who accompanies him (without talking) about the length of the novel. In the opening pages of The Fall, Clydance makes an acquaintance of the listener in a bemused Amsterdam bar known as
Mexico City, which entertains sailors of all nationalities (4). In the course of this initial meeting, Klamens plays down the similarities between him and his new comrade: You are my age in a way that is refined to a man in his 400s who has seen everything in a way; you dress well in a way that the people of our country are; and your hands are smooth. Hence bourgeois, in one
sense! But culturally bourgeois! (8-9). However, there are many things about Clydance's identity that remain uncertain. He described himself as a judge-showman, but gave no immediate explanation for this extraordinary role. And he misses key facts from his descriptions of the past: A few years ago, I was a lawyer in Paris and, in fact, a pretty famous lawyer. Of course, I did not
tell you my real name. As a lawyer, Clarence defended poor clients with difficult cases, including criminals. His social life was filled with satisfaction – respect from his colleagues, deeds with many women and his public behavior was conscientious and polite. As the Lamans summed up this earlier period: Life, his creatures, and his gifts succumbed to me, and I received such signs
of reverence with favor (23). Eventually, this state of security began to crumble, and Clydance traced his increasingly bleak state to several specific events in life. While in Paris, Clydance argued with a spare little man wearing glasses and riding a motorcycle (51). This annoyance with motorcyclists warns of Lammons' violence of his own nature, while another experience - meeting
a young woman dressed in black who commits suicide by throwing herself off the bridge - filled Lamenzia with a sense of irresistible weakness (69-70). During a trip to Zuider Zee, Kladaniye describes the more advanced stages of the fall. At first he began to feel a strong turmoil and disgust with life, although for a while my life continued outside, as if nothing had changed (89). He
turned to alcohol and women for comfort, but only found temporary comfort (103). Lammons expands his philosophy of life in the last chapter, which takes place in his own dwellings. Bliss recounts his troubling experiences as a World War II prisoner of war, lists his objections to ordinary notions of law and freedom and reveals the depth of his involvement in Amsterdam's
underworld. (It turned out that Clydance kept a famous stolen painting – The Judges of Jan van Ike in his apartment.) Bliss is determined to accept life — and accept its own fallen, extremely unconvincing nature — but is also determined to share its disturbing insights with anyone who will hear. On the last pages of the Fall, he reveals that his new profession as a judge-show
involves indulging in public recognition as often as possible in order to acknowledge, judge, and repent of his shortcomings (139). The philosophy of Camus's action: One of Camus's greatest philosophical anxieties is the possibility that life is meaningless and the need (despite this possibility) for action and self-affirmation. As Camus writes in his tract The Myth of Sysyph (1942),
philosophical discourse has previously been a matter of discovering whether life should make sense to live. Now it becomes clear, on the contrary, that he will be lived better if it does not make sense. To live in an experience, a special destiny, is to accept it completely. Camus goes on to state that one of the only coherent philosophical positions is such a rebellion. It's a constant
confrontation between the man and his own obscurity. Although The Myth of Syziff is a classic of French existential philosophy and a basic text for understanding Camus, the Fall (which eventually appeared in 1956) should not be taken only as a fictional re-work of the Syziff Myth. The cedation rebelled against his life as a lawyer in Paris; however, he is retiring from society and
trying to find concrete meanings in his actions in a way that Camus may not have supported. Camerus is in drama: According to literary critic Christine Margerrisson, Klamens is a self-proclaimed actor and The Fall is Camus's biggest dramatic monologue. At several points in his career, Camus worked both as a playwright and novelist. (His plays Caligula and His Misunderstanding
appeared in the mid-1940s, the same period that saw the publication of the novels of Camus the Stranger and plague In the 1950s, and both wrote the Fall and worked on adaptations of novels by Dostoyevsky and William Faulkner. , as well as the novel. For example, Camus's existential colleague Jean-Paul Sartre is known for his novel Nausea and His Plays There's no way out.
Another of the 20th-century books - Irish writer Samuel Beckett - created novels that read a bit like dramatic monologues (Molloy, Malone Dies, The Unnamable), as well as oddly structured, character-based plays (Waiting for Godot, Krapp's Last Tape). Amsterdam, Travel and Exile: Although Amsterdam is one of the centers of art and culture in Europe, the city is quite an eerie
character in the Autumn. Camus scientist David R. Ellison has found several references to disturbing episodes in Amsterdam's history: first, the Fall reminds us that the trade linking the Netherlands to the Indies involves trading not only spices, food products and fragrant wood, but also in slaves; and secondly, the novel takes place after the years of The Second World War, in
which the Jewish population of the city (and the Netherlands as a whole) was subject to persecution, deportation and ultimate death in Nazi prison camps. Amsterdam has a dark history, and Amsterdam's exile allows Clydeans to face his own unpleasant past. Camus states in his essay The Love of Life that what gives value to travel is fear. This breaks a kind of interior décor in us.
We can't cheat anymore - hiding behind classes in the office or in the factory. As he entered life abroad and shattered his earlier, soothing habits, Clydance was forced to reflect on his deeds and face his fears. Violence and imagination: Although there isn't much open conflict or violence directly shown in The Fall, Clyde's memories, the images' imaginings and reversals add
violence and viciousness to the novel. After an unpleasant scene during a traffic jam, for example, Clydance imagines chasing the rough motorcyclist, overtaking him, jamming his machine against the curb, removing him and giving him the deprivation that is fully deserved. With a few variations, I ran away from this little movie hundreds of times in my imagination. But it was too
late, and for a few days I chewed bitter resentment. Violent and disturbing fantasies help Clydance convey his dissatisfaction with the life he leads. Later in the novel, he compares his feelings of hopeless and eternal guilt to a special kind of torture: I had to file and confess my guilt. I had to live in a little relief. To be sure, you are not familiar with this dungeon cell, which is called a
little lightness in the Middle Ages. In general, one was forgotten for life. This cell was different from others with ingenious dimensions. It wasn't high enough to stand up, nor was it wide enough to lie down. One had to take an uncomfortable way and live on the diagonal (109). Approach to the religion of oaths: Squat is not defined as a religious person. However, the mention of God
and Christianity play a major role in the way Kladak is spoken to explain changes in attitudes and prospects. During the years of virtue and altruism, Clemmons took Christian kindness into grotesque proportions: A Christian friend of mine admitted that the initial feeling of seeing a beggar approaching the house was unpleasant. Well, it was worse for me: I was lye (21). In the end,
Clydance finds another use for religion that is undoubtedly awkward and inappropriate. At the time of his fall, the lawyer was referring to God in my speeches to the court, a tactic that aroused mistrust in my clients (107). But the Clyde also uses the Bible to explain its insights into human guilt and suffering. To him, Sin is part of the human condition, and even Christ on the cross is
a figure of guilt: He knew he was not completely innocent. If he did not bear the brunt of the crime in which he was accused, he committed others, even though he did not know which ones. Cleese's unworthyness: On several points in the Fall, Clyde acknowledges that his words, actions and obvious identity are of dubious validity. Camus's narrator is very good at playing different,
even dishonest roles. Describing his experiences with women, Clydance noted that I played the game. I knew they didn't like to reveal the target too quickly. First, there had to be a conversation, to draw attention, as they say. I wasn't worried about speeches, lawyers, or looks, like an amateur during my military service. I changed parts a lot, but it was always the same game (60).
And later in the novel, he asks a series of rhetorical questions – Don't lies ultimately lead to the truth? And aren't all my stories true or false? before concluding that the authors of confessions write specifically to avoid confession, not to say anything about what they know (119-120). It would be wrong to assume that Clydance gave the listener nothing but lies and phasers. It is
possible to freely mix lies and truth to create a convincing act — that it strategically uses personality to obscure certain facts and feelings. Do you think Camus and Clydance have similar political, philosophical and religious beliefs? Are there any big differences – and if so, why do you think Camus decided to create a character whose views are so contradictory to his own? In some
important passages in the Fall, The Oaths presents violent images and deliberately shocking opinions. Why do you think Clydance deals with such confusing topics? How is his desire to make his listener not cling to his role as a judge-showman? How reliable is Kladas, in your opinion? Is he ever exaggerating to obscure the truth or to introduce blatant lies? Find a few passages
where Miles seems to be elusive or unreliable, and keep in mind that the Clyde may become significantly greater (or significantly less) reliable than the transition to transition. Let's imagine that the Fall told from a different perspective. Camus's novel will be more effective as a first-person narrative than Clydes, without a listener? As a clear description of Clyde's life? Or is the Fall
extremely effective in its current form? Note on quotes: All page numbers refer to Justin O'Brien's translation of Essen (Vintage International, 1991). 1991).
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